QUASI-ISOMORPHISM FOR INFINITE ABELIAN ^-GROUPS DOYLE 0. CUTLER
This paper is concerned with the investigation of two closely related questions. The first question is: What relationships exist between G and nG where G is an Abelian group and n is a positive integer?
It is shown that if G' and W are Abelian groups, n is a positive integer and nG' = nH', then G = H where G' = S 0 G and H' = T®Ή such that S and T are maximal ^-bounded summands of G f and H f , respectively. A corollary of this is: Every automorphism of nG can be extended to an automorphism of G.
We define two primary Abelian groups G and H to be quasi-isomorphic if and only if there exists positive integers m and n and subgroups S and T of G and H, respectively, such that p n G c S, p m H c T and S = T, the second question is: What does quasi-isomorphism have to say about primary Abelian groups? It is shown that if two Abelian p-groups G and H are quasi-isomorphic then G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G is closed if and only if H is closed, and G is a 2*-group if and only if H is a i^-group.
In this paper the word "group" will mean "Abelian group/ 7 and we shall use the notation in [5] except that a direct sum of groups A and B will be denoted by A05. Also if aeA then H p A (ά) will denote the p-height of a in A. (If it is clear which group or which prime is referred to then either sub-or super-script may be dropped or both.)
At a symposium on Abelian groups held at New Mexico State University, L. Fuchs asked the question: What does quasi-isomorphism (see Definition 3.2) have to say about primary Abelian groups? A question posed by John M. Irwin that arises in the investigation of this question is: What relationships exist between G and nG where G is an Abelian groups and n is a positive integer? The purpose of this paper is to investigate these two questions,, First, we will begin by considering to what extent nG determines G where G is a group and n is a positive integer. It will be shown that if G f and H' are groups, n is a positive integer, and nG' ~ nH', then G~H where G f = S φ G and H' = T0 H such that S and T 26 DOYLE 0. CUTLER are maximal ^-bounded summands of G' and H', respectively. A corollary to this is: Every automorphism of nG can be extended to an automorphism of G β In looking at quasi-isomorphism of primary Abelian groups, it is shown that if two Abelian p-groups G and H are quasi-isomorphic then G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G is closed if and only if H is closed, and G is a J^-group if and only if H is a J^-group. Other related results are also obtained. ] is a maximal pure independent set with respect to the property of J3* having no cyclic summand of order ^-p*. To see the purity of B* first notice that (B*) [p] = (B') [p\. Let xe(B*) [p] . Now
H B \{x) -n Λ-H p n G (x) and if H p n G (x) -m, H G (x) = m + n and H
, and B n is pure in G. That B* is maximal pure as above is clear. Thus Bt can be extended to a basic subgroup B of G, and B = S n 0 5* where p w S Λ = 0 (see p. 97 of [5] ). Hence p n B = B'. Using the above notation note that G -S n @G n where G n = JBJ + p w G and Bt is basic in G %β This follows from a theorem of Baer's (Theorem 29 β 3 in [5] Then & -&' = p n {g %2 -g n ) implies b -6' e p % £^, and 0(6) -0(6')=0(
Hence ψ is well defined. Clearly f is a homomorphism. Suppose g n e G n and f{g n ) = 0 β Now g n = b + p^% l where 6 e B Gn and flf ni G G w , and f(g n ) = ψ(b + p n g n ) = 0(6) + 0(p w ff 1l ) = 0 β Hence 0(6) = -φ(p n 9n) and b e p n G n . Thus φ(b) = 0(6) = φ{-p n g % ) and 0(6 + Λ) = 0. Therefore g n = b + p w # %1 = 0 and ψ is one-to-one. 
where t e G t and g e pG.
Note that φ is an isomorphism since σ I G t Π pG = σ t \ G t Π pG and σ(G t Π pG) = H t Π piϊ. (The proof of this is similar to that in Theorem 1.2.)
Next we will show that there exists a pair (£>', φ') such that S' = {G t , pG, x} with xe G and a;?G ( + pG, Φ f is an isomorphism from S' to a subgroup of iϊ, and ^ | G t + pG = ^. To this end let x e G such that xί G t + pG. Then aj is torsion free. Let ye H such that py = Define Φ'\ {G t , pG, x] -{H t , pH, y}\ Φ\t + g + wa?) = 0(ί + 9) + ny such that (w, p) = 1 or w = 0, t e G t and geG.
Note that H p (nx + £) = 0 for all ίeGt and (w, p) = 1. If there exists zeG such that pznx + t then nx -pz -teG t + pG, a contradiction to the choice of x. Thus iP(£ + g + WE) = 0 for (n, p) = 1, t e G t and βr e pG. Suppose that flf' + nx = g" + mx with flf', ^" e G t + pG. Then ^'(^' + nx) = Φ(g f ) + ny and ^'(^" + ma;) = Φ{g") + m^/. Now (n -m)x = ^" -g' e pG since iP(&£ + 0 = 0, (&, p) = 1, for all t e G t . For if p does not divide (n -m), then ίP(α; + ί) > 0 for some t e G t since g" -g f ' = g -t such that g e pG and t e G t . Thus n -m -pn ly and 2. Some properties of G and nG. In this section we will be concerned mainly with the question: If P is a property of a group, does G have property P if and only if nG has property P where G is a group and n is a positive integer? This question is of interest in itself, but it is also of interest in looking at the question of Fuchs: What does quasi-isomorphism have to say about primary Abelian groups? We shall begin by proving a decomposition theorem.
THEOREM 2 β l β Let G be a group and n a positive integer such
, where A' = A -a, for all a e A, and observe that nH a ~ G^. Now H λ = S* φ {H λ ) n where S^ is a maximal ^-bounded summand of H λ . Set G = 2^ (H λ ) n φ S n (external direct sum) where S n is a maximal ^-bounded summand of G. Now nG ~ nG. By 1.9, G = G. Therefore G = ΣΛG X where G λ s (H λ ) n for all λ G A except /S e J, and G β = (fl" β ) w 0 £"« Also ^G λ = Gί. Now nG = ΣΛ nG λ = ΣG' λ . Let ^ be an automorphism of nG such that ψ(nG λ ) = G^. By 1.8, we can extend φ to an automorphism of G, say f. Thus we have G = Σf (G λ [5] ). Let n be the smallest integer such that nx e K. Now since K is pure, there exists ye K such that ny = nx. Observe that y e E κ and thus x -ye Έ κ . We shall show that {x -y) Π K = 0, thus {x -y} -0 and thus x -y e K. Suppose there exists m such that 0 Φ m(x -y)e K o Then clearly (m, n) -i < n and there exist integers s and t such that ms + nt = i. Now mcc e if since mx -my 9 my e K o Also msx + ?ιsίc = ix, and since msx, ^sx e K, we have iίc e K. But i < n, and this contradicts the fact that n was the smallest integer such that nx e K o Thus {x -y] Π if -0, and we have x G if. Therefore E K ΠG = if.
In [6] a high subgroup is defined to be a subgroup H of a group G 
and thus r(G λ ) = r(G λ [p]) = r(G' λ [p]) = r(G' k ).
Also |G λ | = r(G λ ) Ko and since r(Gx) = r(G' λ ) ^ ^o we have that | G λ | g ^0 (see pp. 32-33 in [5] ). Thus G n is a direct sum of countable groups. Since S n is bounded, S n is a direct sum of cyclic groups and hence a direct sum of countable groups.
THEOREM 2.12. A p-group G is a direct sum of closed groups if and only if p n G is a direct sum of closed groups.
Proof. Suppose that G is a direct sum of closed groups. Then G -ΣλeΛ G λ such that G λ is closed for each XeA and p n G = χ λ6il p n G λ . Then there exists a copy of BcB^ and thus a copy of C in j? 1# It seems that this class of groups will be quite important in the study of ^-groups. THEOREM 
If C is a Crawley group then p n C is a Crawley group. If p n C is a Crawley group and C is essentially indecomposable then C is a Crawley group.
Proof. Suppose first that C is a Crawley group. Suppose that there exists a group Proof. Observe that B ~ p n B and B ~ p n B for all n. Let ψ be an isomorphism between B and p n B. Let C be a Crawley subgroup of B. Then p n C is a Crawley subgroup of p n B y and p n C is not isomorphic to C. Thus φ(p n C) is a Crawley subgroup of 5 which is not isomorphic to C.
3* Quasi-isomorphic p-groups* In a recent paper by R. A. Beaumont and Ro S o Pierce (see [2] ), it was shown that two countable primary groups are quasi-isomorphic if and only if their basic subgroups are quasi-isomorphic and their subgroup of elements of infinite height are isomorphic. Also if two primary groups are quasi-isomorphic their basic subgroups are quasi-isomorphic. In [3] they have considered quasi-isomorphism in relation to direct sums of cyclic groups. We will extend these results to closed p-groups.
In considering quasi-isomorphism, it is of interest to investigate what properties of primary Abelian groups are preserved under quasiisomorphisnio It will be shown that if G and H are quasi-isomorphic primary groups, then the statement that G has property P if and only if H has property P is equivalent to (1) property P is preserved under isomorphism, (2) G has property P if and only if p n G has property P and ( 3 ) groups between G and p n G have property P if G does. This reduces this problem to considering G, p n G, and groups between G and p n G. The following theorem (among other things) shows that if two p-groups are quasi-isomorphic, then their subgroups of elements of infinite height are isomorphic. THEOREM 3.2. Let G and H he p-groups. If G and H are quasiisomorphic, then (1) Let G and H be quasi-isomorphic p-groups. Then G has P if and only if H has P.
(2) Property P is such that for any p-group L: (a) L has property P if and only if p n L has property P for all positive integers n.
(b) Whenever L has property P and S is a subgroup of L such that Lz) Sz)p n L then S has property P, and (c) Property P is preserved under isomorphism.
Proof. First 2 implies 1: If G and H are quasi-isomorphic then for some positive integers m and n there exist subgroups S and T of G and if, respectively, such that Gz> Sz>p m G, Hz) Tz>p n H, and S = T. If G has property P then S has property P by (b). Thus T has property P by (c), and since p n S(zp n HcS y p n H has property P by (b), and H has property P by (a). By symmetry we have 2 implies 1.
Next 1 implies 2: Since G is quasi-isomorphic to p n G, we have (a). Also G is quasi-isomorphic to any subgroup S such that G Z) S Z) p w G, thus we have (b). Clearly (c) holds.
Using the above proposition, we can show that if G and H are quasi-isomorphic p-groups, then G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G is a closed p-group if and only if if is a closed p-group, and G is a ^-group if and only if if is a IZ-group. THEOREM 3. 
G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if H is a direct sum of cyclic groups.
Proof. Now G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if p n G is, and any group between G and p n G is a direct sum of cyclic groups (see p. 46 in [5] Proof. An application of Proposition 3.3, Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 3.7 proves the theorem.
An important problem along these lines that seems to be a very difficult one is the following: If G and H are quasi-isomorphic p-groups, then is it true that G is a direct sum of countable groups if and only if H is a direct sum of countable groups? By Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 2.11 this problem is reduced to the following: If G is a direct sum of countable p-groups and S is a subgroup of G such that p n G c S, is S a direct sum of countable groups? We are able to answer two special cases of this question in the following two theorems. 4* Special cases of quasi-isomorphisiru In this section we will impose some restrictions on the definition of quasi-isomorphism, and in some cases we will be able to determine by just how much two quasiisomorphic groups with these restrictions differ. 6 is equivalent to G n = H n for some positive integer n according to Baer's decomposition and that Definition 4.7 implies the groups are isomorphic 0 With this it will be clear that each relation (excluding Definition 4.1) is no weaker than the preceding one. Examples will be given to show that Definition 4 O 1 and 4.2 are stronger than Definition 3.1, and except for equivalent definitions, each relation from Definition 4 O 2 to Definition 4.7 is stronger than the preceding ones. Thus there exist subgroups S 2 a S u and T 2 c T 1 such that S 2 is a direct summand of finite index in G and T 2 is a direct summand of finite index in H. Let φ be an isomorphism of S 1 onto T x . Then S 2 Π ^(T^) has finite index in S lβ Again by the above lemma, there exists a subgroup S of S 2 Π ^(Ti) such that S^SφL where L is finite. Now S 2 = S0(S 2 ίlL), where S 2 n L is finite. Thus G = S0(S 2 nL)0I, where (S 2 ΠL)0Λf is finite. Let T = Φ(S). Then Γ 1 =Γ©ίδ(L), where Tc T 2 . Consequently Γ 2 = T0 (^(L) Π Γ 2 ), and Jϊ= Γφ(^L) Π T 2 )@N, where (^(L) n T 2 ) 0 ΛΓ is finite. Since S ~ T, it follows that G ^ ©Jff.
The following theorem shows that if two groups are strongly S.B. quasi-isomorphic then they only differ (up to isomorphism) by summands of bounded order. 
